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ABSTRACT 
 

 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the kinship relationship of the three languages spoken in 
North Nias, West Nias, and South Nias based on Swadesh 200 words by utilizing the lexicostatistics 
and glottochronology methods. The use of this language in the three districts of Nias certainly has a 
kinship relationship either of similar or different. Definitely, the derivation of this Austronesian 
language, Nias language, is reflected lexically in Nias language which is bequeathed either linearly or 
innovatively. The data collection of the three languages in North, West, and South of Nias is obtained 
from the informant interviews, observation and native informant speech recorded. Findings showed 
that the kinship of North Nias language and West Nias language by 91% with an estimated year-
language category separation is between 164-170 (0-500) years ago, between the years 1846 to 1852. 
The results of the study also revealed that the kinship of North Nias language and South Nias language 
86.5% year-language category with estimated separation is between 271-335 (0-500) years ago, 
between the years 1681 to 1745 and the kinship of West Nias category with estimated year separation 
is between 164-170 (0-500) years ago, between the years 1846 to 1852 (counting from 2016).   

 
Keywords: Lexicostatistic, Kinship Nias Language, Proto Austronesia. 
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1. Introduction 

The comparative historical linguistics or diachronic linguistics is a branch of linguistics discussing 
the kinship relationship between language and the equality of languages. Language and historical kinship 
is one specific area. The kinship relationship or the derivation found is abstracted in the form of the 
terminology. Additionally, it is implied that linguistic facts are formed as the basis of determining and 
proving of the kinship relationship. The fact of that linguistics describes the historical process of the 
relatives of those languages in the course of time. The trace and the interpretation of their language 
evolution symptoms in the past became the main feature of diachronic linguistics. 

After separating from protolanguage, every language develops even deviates in his way 
according to the environmental conditions. Differences in the human universe as a living language 
context determine the level of difference. Universe man is in the natural universe. Overall the various 
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entities in certain settings interact, inter relate, be independently, which by guyub symbolically recorded 
verbal speech. Verbally encoded diversity is other parameters. Diversity is appeared by language 
diversity, particularly etymon diversity which is the words of the recording of ancient reality. Etymon 
khazanah is important signs of resilience and naturally, strain treasures of the ancient word especially 
referentially meaningful (Arka 2003). 

Nias language is one of the languages that is declared to be in the Austronesian family which is 
spoken by about 700 000 people (based on data on niasonline.com, December 4, 2012). Geographically 
the region of Nias speakers is an island separated from the other Austronesian language speakers who is 
stated a sub group with Nias language such as the Batak language. Although expressed in Austronesian 
groups, but in fact, it has its own unique language as part of a group of Austronesian languages. This is 
certainly related to the differences in the universe community of Nias speakers and other languages’ 
speakers which are related, in which the region's position of  Nias’ speakers is an island separated by 
other Austronesian speakers in Indonesia so that Nias vocabulary is formed in a different way with the 
establishment of Austronesian language vocabulary in general. Among these is the uniqueness of Nias 
language which has six vowels, namely a, e, i, u, o, and coupled with ö (pronounced with an "e" as in the 
mention of "six"). Besides that Nias vocabulary also has differences with the Austronesian languages in 
general, namely Nias language is a language that tends to end in vowels. 

Genetically found that the DNA of the indigenous Nias belongs to the group O, in contrast to 
other ethnic communities in Indonesia including Batak tribe who typically have DNA that belongs to 
group Y.  Group O itself is closely related to the original inhabitants of Taiwan who are still included in 
Austronesian (Oven, 2013). The discovery of the DNA may be associated with differences in the language 
used by Nias people to the language used by the tribes closest to the island because of the people of 
Nias, in fact, are not from the area around the Nias Island. The object of this research is the languages 
which are related to the language in Nias, namely North Nias language, West Nias language and South 
Nias language.  The researcher is interested in investigating the pedigree of their kinship, the split time 
all three languages, and the approximate age of these languages diachronically. And also seen from the 
reflections of lexical Proto Austronesian in Nias language occur either reflected linearly or reflected in 
innovatively. Some examples below will illustrate the similarities and differences of the three languages 
that become the object of research. 

 Glos  NNL        WNL  SNL 
 batu  /kara/  /gara/  /batu/ 
 bawang /bawa/  /bawa/           /bawa/ 
 asap  /simbo/  /simbo/  /simbo/ 
 gigi  /ifə/  /ifə/  /ifə/ 
 tangan  /taŋa/  /taŋa/  /tana/  
 makan  /maŋa/  /maŋa/  /mana/ 
 jahat  /be’i/  /afafito/ /amu’i/ 
The above data showed that all three languages had equal kinship and also have the distinction 

of vocabulary. This is the basis for the author to do this research. In addition, the author also realized that 
as a recognized language in the world, Nias language is rarely studied. It is difficult to find the data if you 
want to talk about this language. In fact, Nias language has unique characteristics, for example, every 
word that always ends by vocal or open syllables. In addition, Nias language has some considerable 
differences with the surrounding languages. Admittedly, the Nias tribe is apart with their surroundings 
because they inhabit in an island. This factor may be very instrumental in the exclusiveness of Nias 
language. The indicators used to look at the pedigree or kinship vocabulary of this language is the basis 
of the consideration that Swadesh list is a list of the most widely used as a reference for the study of 
language kinship in the world. Swadesh vocabulary becomes the referenced study of amounted 200 
vocabularies, a vocabulary that is used universally in the world. It implies that this vocabulary is on the 
world's population and is unlikely to change in a long time. 

In the development of the user, Nias language evolved into multiple variations of the language 
by the regions of the native speakers, namely North Nias, West Nias and South Nias. It would be very 
interesting to study further how language as a language of South Nias evolve and move into these 
variations so that in the future it can be predicted how these variations will develop; whether becomes a 
new language or dialect as occurs in the regional languages apart from its protolanguage. 
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Below are examples of Proto Austronesian (PAN) reflected linearly (retention) and innovation (change) 
in Nias language (NL). 

 
Tabel 1: Protolanguage PAN and Nias language (NL) 

No. Gloss PAN Reconstruction code NL 

1. Abu */abu/ PAND /gaßugaßu/ 
2. Adik laki-laki */wag’i/ PANS /axi/ 
3. Anak */anak/ PAND /ono/ 
4. Arang */agan/ PAND /axo/ 
5. Asin */asin/ PANS /ajiaji/ 
6. Ayah */ama/ PTSL /ama/ 

 
The uniqueness in terms of languages or genetic causes a bigger question about the identity of 

the community and Nias language. It is interesting to note the extent to which Nias language has formed 
to leave Austronesia protolanguage by researching the etymons reflected in Nias language’s vocabulary. 
Research on this etymon should be conducted to expose the track record of inheritance, development, 
and changes of protolanguage Austronesia in Nias language as an effort to identify the disclosure of Nias 
language at once an attempt to conserve the Nias language. 

Azhar (2008) found the results of the study on retention and innovation Austronesian 
protolanguage phonemes in Madura language is that reflex/traces phoneme of Austronesian 
protolanguage is still evident in Madura. The clarity can be seen from several things, among others: (1) 
the presentation of high cognate between Austronesian protolanguage of Madura, (2) some of the 
lexicon of protolanguage Austronesian lexicon undergo a perfect retention that is very similar. 

The lexical level is one important aspect in comparative studies. It appears mainly on 
observations of the early levels in an effort kinship grouping across languages. By using quantitative 
evidence that is more oriented to the observation at a glance on a number of basic vocabularies, kinship 
groping language can be determined based on the number of percentages. The phonological level can 
be used at an advanced level to determine the reconstruction of protolanguage. Based on the regular 
sound changes that occur in each of related languages, can be arranged phoneme correspondence rules 
(Dyen, 1978 and Bynon, 1979: 25). 

Basically, the core search efforts towards language kinship, either for the purpose of languages 
grouping (sub-grouping) and inventions (reconstruction) language is the discovery of conclusive 
evidence contained in any language that compared. Such evidence may be quantitatively and 
qualitatively. Quantitative evidence is in the form of a number vocabulary relatives (cognate sets) that 
are associated with the retention joint (shared retention), qualitative evidence in the form of joint 
innovation (shared innovation) and phonological correspondence (Crowley, 1983). What is meant by 
innovation is the changes that occur in the dialect/language studied, while the retention is defined as the 
forms or elements of proto-language that is reflected in the dialect/language modern. 

 The trace of quantitative evidence or retention together based on the assumption that 
the vocabulary is universal and constant throughout the period. It is said universal, because it is a core 
vocabulary which is very intimate with human life and in every language. Core vocabulary includes a 
vocabulary that is as old as human and thus more difficult to change compared to other vocabularies. 
The changes of vocabulary were only about twenty percent in every thousand years or able to survive at 
80% (Crowley, 1983), 81% (Hockett, 1963 and Swadesh, 1972). That is why it is said to be the constant 
vocabulary of all time. The quantitative evidence is used as the basis for grouping in the early stages of a 
language for the purpose of acquisition of the percentages of kinship vocabulary which is calculated by 
using lexicostatistics, and calculates the period of each language separation by using glottochronology 
(Dyen, 1978 and Swadesh, 1972). The trace of the qualitative evidence is the discovery efforts on the facts 
about the changes that are exclusive only in two or more languages. Changes along the exclusive (shared 
exclusively linguistic innovation) it is a legacy protolanguage and not found in the language or other 
subgroups. Changes in question occurred only once in the history of the language. 

 

1.1 Lexicostatistics 
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Lexicostatistics is a technique that allows the researcher to determine the level of relationship 
between the two languages, using the most convenient way, by comparing the vocabulary in those 
languages which can then be viewed and determined the level of similarity between the vocabularies of 
the two languages (Crowley: 1992: 168). Thus, the extent of kinship one language to another language 
could have known. 

According to Crowley (1987: 191-192), the lexicostatistics method operates under two basic 
assumptions. The first assumption is that some parts of the vocabulary of a language are difficult to 
change than others. What is a vocabulary that is difficult to change is the basic vocabulary, ie words that 
are very intimately in the life of the language, and the elements that determine the viability of a dead 
language (see also Keraf, 1991: 123). Later, the term 'change' refers to the replacement of a word with 
the non-kinship word because the original shape changed its meaning so that they appear to refer to 
something else, or because a word borrowed from another language to express a particular meaning. 

According Keraf (1991: 121) lexicostatistics is a technique in language groupings which is more 
likely to give priority to the observation of words (lexicon) statistically, then tried to set the grouping 
percentage based on similarities and differences in language to another language. 

 
1.1.1  Basic assumptions of lexicostatistics 

There are four kinds of basic assumptions that can be used as a starting point in the search for 
answers regarding the age of the language, or to be exact, and where differentiation occurs between 
two or more languages (Keraf: 1991: 123). 

The basic assumptions are: 
1) Most of the vocabulary of a language is a very difficult thing to change when compared with 

the rest. The vocabulary which is difficult to change in the basic assumption is that the basic vocabulary 
that is very intimate in the life of language and the elements that determine the viability of a dead or alive 
of a language.  

The vocabularies taken in the lexicostatistics method are limited in number, having conducted a 
rigorous assessment and tests for applying these methods well. What is to achieve in this selection is to 
develop a list that is universal, meaning that the vocabulary that is considered to be present in all 
languages from the very beginning of its development. 

The basic vocabulary that includes: 
▪ Parts of Body 
▪ Pronouns, greeting, and a reference 
▪ The system of kinship 
▪ The life of the village and the community 
▪ The house and its parts 
▪ Equipment and supplies 
▪ Food and drinks 
▪ plants, parts, fruit and processed products 
▪ animals and their parts 
▪ Time, season, state of nature, objects, nature, and direction 
▪ Motion and work 
▪ Character, behavior, and color 
▪ Diseases 
▪ Clothes and jewelry 
▪ Numbers and sizes 
2) Retention (resistance) basic vocabulary is constant all the time. The basic assumption of the 

second says that the basic vocabulary that exists in a language, a certain percentage, will always persist 
in 1,000 years.  

If this assumption is accepted, then from a language that has a vocabulary of 809, after 1,000 
years will last 80.5%, and of the rest after 1,000 years later will last longer at the same percentage. 

3) Changes in basic vocabulary in all languages are equal. After testing several languages at third 
base this assumption, the results will show that in every 1000 years, the basic vocabulary of a language 
to survive with figures on average 80.5%. If we want to calculate retention (resistance) of the basic 
vocabularies both languages by using two basic assumptions that can be expressed by the formula: 80.5% 
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x N where N is the number of basic vocabulary that existed at the beginning of the year 1000 multiples 
of both languages. So that the basic vocabulary of 809 (N) language in 1000 after the first year will stay 
80.5% x 809 = 651.245 words, rounded up to 651 words, after 1000 the second year will stay 80.5% x 651 = 
524.1 word or words rounded to 524 words.  

Furthermore, after 1000 the third year of basic vocabulary living is 80.5% x 524 = 421.82 words to 
422 words or rounded to 1000 fourth year basic vocabulary lived 80.5% x 422 = 339.71 word or words 
rounded to 340 words. Similarly, 1000 years later after the fifth then basically lived vocabulary of 340 
words x 80.5% = 273.7 rounded to 274 words or words and so on. 

4) If the percentage of bilingual relatives (cognate) is known, it can be calculated the time 
separating the two languages. Based on the basic assumption that the second, third, and fourth, we can 
calculate the age or the time separation of Nias language of Proto-Austronesian if known the relative 
percentage word in both languages.  

And since in both languages every 1000 years the relatives of each will lose the basic vocabulary 
in the same percentage, then split time in both languages should be halved. For example, the percentage 
of the relative word is 80, 5%, then the time separating the two languages was 500 years ago (Mahsun, 
2005). 

In lexicostatistics, different levels of subgroups are named as follows: 
 

Tabel 2: Basic assumptions of lexicostatistics 

Sub-Group of language Percentage of the core vocabulary kinship 

Bahasa (language)  81—100%  
Keluarga (family)  36—81%  
Rumpun (stock)  12—36%  
Mikrofilum  4—12%  
Mesofilum  1—4%  
Makrofilum  0—1%  

 

1.2 Glottochronology 
Glottochronology is a technique in historical linguistics that is trying to hold the grouping with 

more emphasis computation time (time depth) or calculation of the age of the languages relatives. In 
this case, age is not calculated absolute language of a given year but calculated in general, for example, 
to use the unit for thousands of years (millennium) (Keraf, 1991: 121). This opinion was supported by the 
findings of other experts who claim that the second method is usually used to determine the exact time 
when the language is related to the part called the glottochronology. This method allows a linguist to 
know how long the languages are related, in this case including at the level of sub-grouping has been 
split (Crowley, 1992: 79). So, if lexicostatistics tried grouping the language based on the time separating 
the languages studied, glottochronology is trying to estimate the age of these languages. 

The formula used is: 
W= log C/2 log r, where: 
W = split time in thousands of years. 
r = resistance levels in 1000 year or the index (80.5%: Swadesh). 
C = the percentage of kinship. 
Temporarily corrected for possible variations of key vocabulary for the approximate period of 

separation, is given by the formula: 
S = √ C (1-C) / n 

S = the standard error in the regulations said relatives 
C = percentages relative word 
n = number of words than 

Based on these principles, the time separation of the kinship language with kinship words can be 
estimated as follows: 

 
Tabel 3: Glottochronology 
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2. Method 
 

2.1 Research methods 
This study utilized two methods of research namely the qualitative and quantitative methods. 

Historical research was conducted on Proto Austronesian languages and Nias language, thus, to 
determine and prove whether these languages have the closeness of kinship, it is done by two 
approaches, namely quantitative and qualitative approaches. The quantitative approach was conducted 
at the first time and then preceded with a qualitative approach. A quantitative approach exposures the 
lexicostatistics methods used to obtain an idea of the percentage of closeness of kinship North Nias 
language, West Nias language and South Nias language, 

 

2.2 Research sites 
This research was conducted in the Nias province by taking to the three locations of Nias districts 

namely North Nias in the district Afulu and Alasa, and West Nias district in the district Mandrehe 
Mandrehe and North and South Nias district in the district Gomo and Bawomataluo. All of these districts 
have taken each of the villages as a research object. The basic consideration of this study was taken at 
three locations of the district is due to three districts of Nias different dialects. Each district is the object 
of studies and the informants have been chosen aged 25 to 60 years. 

 

2.3 Data collection 
Data collection methods used in this study were interviews with proficient techniques, talk, note 

and record (Sudaryanto, 1988: 7) .In the field, the method is the implemented in the form of a face-to-
face conversation. That is, by face to face, the researchers and informants involved in a conversation in 
informal and amicably and happen naturally (Moleong, 1997: 25-27). To obtain the data that is valid and 
complete, it is required a reference in the form of a data collection tool. Data collection tool has been 
used in this study consisting of basic Swadesh list of 200 words (with revisions Blust, 2003) and a list of 
Holle to 1400 words. 

In addition to data collection in the field, the author also uses secondary data from literature 
Study performed on PAN and BN. PAN and secondary data collection methods refer to BN done with and 
assisted by technical note. Thus, the PAN data searched one by one at the dictionary PAN based on a list 
of glosses and that becomes the benchmark in English Finderlist of reconstructions in Austronesian 
Languages (1978) in the finding of Dempwolff (1938), Blust (1972), and Stresemann (1927), while BN 
collection of secondary data retrieved from the Nias dictionary. Similarly, the collection of secondary data 
PAN, BN secondary data collection is done by searching the data one by one in the Nias dictionary based 
on glossary list. 

 

2.4 Data analysis  
There are two methods used in the analysis of this data. The second method is that 

lexicostatistics and comparison methods (Crowley, 1992: 90; Bynon, 1979: 45). 

Number of kinship word 
between A-B 

Percentage of kinship word Age (split time) between language A 
– B years ago (divided into two) 

200 -162 
162 – 132 
132 – 106 
106 – 86 
86 – 70 
70 – 56 
56 – 44 
44 – 36 
36 – 30 
30 – 24 
Etc. 

100- 81 
81 – 66 
66 – 53 
53 – 43 
43 – 35 
35 – 28 

28–22 
22 – 18 
18 – 15 
15 – 12 

0 – 500 
500 – 1000 

1000 – 1500 
1500 – 2000 
2000 – 2500 
2500 – 3000 
3000 – 3500 
3500 – 4000 
4000 – 4500 
4500 – 5000 
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3. Results and findings 
 

3.1 The lexicostatistics of Nias language 
This section analyzes the status of Nias language to answer the first question in this study. To analyze the status of language Nias lexicostatistics 

method is used to determine the status of linguistic relations with the North Nias West Nias (BNU-BNB), North Nias South (BNU-BNS) and West Nias South 
Nias (BNB-BNS). The table below shows the data acquisition Swadesh list of 200 vocabularies BNU, BNB, BNS is as follows: 

 

Tabel 4: Vocabularies of Swadesh pan in north Nias language, west Nias language and south Nias language 

No Gloss Proto Austronesia 
Reconstruction 

code 
North Nias 

language 
West Nias language South Nias language 

The relationship of 
languages North, West 

and South Nias 

1 dust */ǝbu’/ PAND /aßu/ /naßu/ /naßu/ A – A-A 
2 water */danum/ PAND /idanǝ/ /idanǝ/ /idanǝ/ A – A- A 
3 root */waka/ POCGR (EB) /wa’a/ /wa’a/ /wa’a/ A – A- A 
4 child */anak/ PANS /ono/ /ono/ /ono/ A – A- A 
5 wind */ aŋi/ PEOOLCA /aŋi/ /aŋi/ /ani/ A – A- A 
6 dog */asu/ PANS /asu/ /asu/ /asu/ A – A- A 
7 what */hapah/ PANDLO /hadia/ /hadia/ /hadia/ A – A-A 
8 fire */alova/ PCPPAW /alitǝ/ /alitǝ/ /alitǝ/ A – A-A 
9 smoke */qasap/ PANDLO /simbo/ /simbo/ /simbo/ A – A-A 
10 Roof */’atǝp/ PAND /saga/ /saga/ /saga/ A – A-A 
11 Cloud */avan/ PANDF /laßuo/ /laßuo/ /laßuo/ A – A-A 
12 chicken */manu/ PPNBITER /manu/ /manu/ /manu/ A – A-A 
13 how */kuha/h// PANDLO /hewisa/ /hetawaisa/ /haegaiwaisa/ A – B-B 
14 shoulder */baya’/ PAND /alisi/ /alisi/ /alisi/ A – A-A 
15 good */baik/ PAN(C) /saxi/ /saxi/ /saxi/ A – A-A 
16 father */ama/ PAND /ama/ /ama/ /ama/ A – A-A 
17 new */fo?ou/ PPNBITER /bohou/ /bohou/ /sibohou/ A – A-A 
18 wet */basaq/ PANDLO /abasa/ /abasa/ /abasa/ A – A-A 
19 trunk */bataɳ/ PAND /tǝla/ /tǝla/ /tǝla/ A – A-A 
20 Stone */batu’/ PAND /kara/ /gara/ /batu/ A – B- C 
21 work */gavaj/ PAND /mohalǝwǝ/ /mohalǝwǝ/ /mohalǝwǝ/ A – A-A 
22 turn */baliɳ/ PAND /hole’ǝ/ /hole’ǝ/ /hole’ǝ/ A – A-A 
23 correct */ntonu/ POCGR(EG) /atulǝ/ /atulǝ/ /atulǝ/ A – A-A 
24 swollen */tubu/ PEOLESM /abao/ /abao/ /abao/ A – A-A 
25 Heavy */bǝRat/ PANDLO /abua/ /abua/ /abua/ A – A-A 
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26 lie down */hinəp/ PANDLO /fefǝrǝ/ /leagǝ/ /mamaregan/ A – B-C 
27 hunt */bulu’/ PAND /mamolo/ /mamolo/ /mameasu/ A – A-B 
28 stand */DiRih/ PANDLO /mosindo/ /mosindo /mosindro/ A – A-A 
29 swim */lanuj/ PAND /molaŋi/ /molaŋi/ /molaŋi/ A – A-A 
30 Walk */laku’/ PAND /mofanǝ/ /mofanǝ/ /mofanǝ/ A – A-A 
31 say */kuwa/ PPHCH /mohede/ /mohede/ /humede/ A – A-B 
32 dream */(ma-)nipi/ PAMS /maŋifi/ /maŋifi/ /manifi/ A – A-B 
33 breath */hinawa/ PPHCH /mohanuhan/ /mohanuhanu/ /mohanuhan/ A – A-A 
34 think */mana-ta/ PMLS /maŋeraŋera/ /maneranera/ /maneranera/ A – A-A 
35 grow */tu(m)buh/ PAND /telou/ /manǝii/ /manǝi/ A – B-B 
36 Besar/big/ */aba(a,o)-/ PCPPAW /ebua/ /ebua/ /ebua/ A – A-A 
37 Star */bintaɳ/ PAND /dafi/ /dafi/ /ndrafi/ A – A-A 
38 Fruit */pua/ PPNDF /bua/ /mbua/ /bua/ A – A-A 
39 Moon */vula/ PEOLESM /bawa/ /bawa/ /bawa/ A – A-A 
40 feather */buluh/ PANDLO /bu/ /bu/ /bu/ A – A-A 
41 Flower */buɳa’/ PAND /buŋa/ /buŋa/ /buna/ A – A-A 
42 bird */buruN/ PANDLO /fofo/ /fofo/ /fofo/ A – A-A 
43 rotten */buRuk/ PANDLO /obou/ /obou/ /obou/ A – A-A 
44 worm */kulai/ PTSL /kelewazi/ /elewazi/ /taidaoyo/ A – B-C 
45 meat */dagiN/ PAND /nagole/ /nagole/ /nagole/ A – A-A 
46 and,with/ */ma/ POCGR /ba/ /ba/ /ba/ A – A-A 
47 lake */Danaw/ PANDLO /mbawa/ /bombo/ /namǝ/ A – B-C 
48 blood */toto/ POCGR (OG) /do/ /do/ /ndro/ A – A-A 
49 come /datəɳ/ PAND /tohare/ /tohare/ /so/ A – B-C 
50 leaf */’ulu/ PMLS /bulu/ /bulu/ /bulu/ A – A-A 
51 dust */habuk/ PANDLO /gaßugaßu/ /gaßugaßu/ /haßuhaßu/ A – A-A 
52 at */na i/ PCPPAW /ba/ /ba/ /ba/ A – A-A 
53 on /atas/ POCGR /siyawa/ /siawa/ /yawa/ A – A-A 
54 under */babah/ PAND /sitou/ /tou/ /tou/ A – A-A 
55 In */dih/ PANDLO /sibaxa/ /sibaka/ /baka/ A – A-A 
56 Where */anda/ PPHZC /hezo/ /hezo/ /haega/ A – A-B 
57 He */hiyah/ PANDLO /ya’iya/ /ya’iya/ /ya’iya/ A – A-A 
58 Cold */diɳin/ PAND /okafu/ /okafu/ /okafu/ A – A-A 
59 Two */duwa/ PANC /dua/ /dua/ /dua/ A – A-A 
60 Sit */DukDuk/ PANDLO /modadao/ /dadao/ /tumataro/ A – B-C 
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61 Tail */iku// PPNDF /i’o/ /i’o/ /i’o/ A – A-A 
62 Four */empat/ PAND /ǝfa/ /ǝfa/ /ǝfa/ A – A-A 
63 You */kaU/ PINBRG /ya’ugə/ /ya’ugə/ /ya’ugə/ A – A-A 
64 Salt */hasin/ PANDLO /asio/ /asio/ /asio/ A – A-A 
65 Tooth */ipǝn/ PANC /ifǝ/ /nifǝ/ /ifǝ/ A – A-A 
66 Thunder */rugun/ PMBOE /gurubanua/ /uguugumbanua/ /fehugumbanua/ A – B-C 
67 Day */aso/ PPNDF /naluo/ /naluo/ /naluo/ A – A-A 
68 Liver */’atay/ PANC /tǝdǝ/ /ate/ /tǝdǝ/ A – B-A 
69 Nose */isu/ PPNDF /ixu/ /nixu/ /ixu/ A – A-A 
70 Life */ma?uri/ PPPNBITER /auri/ /auri/ /auri/ A – A=A 
71 Green */qizaw/ PANDLO /oßuge’e/ /oßuge’e/ /oßuge’e/ A – A-A 
72 black */ma-ite/ PAMS /aitǝ/ /aitǝ/ /aitǝ/ A – A-A 
73 count */’ət’a’/ PAND /erai/ /erai/ /erai/ A – A-A 
74 rain */uta/ PMLS /teu/ /teu/ /teu/ A – A-A 
75 forest */quta/ PAND /atua/ /gatua/ /gatua/ A – A-A 
76 mother */?inay/ PMBOE /ina/ /ina/ /ina/ A – A-A 
77 fish */ika/ PPNDF /i’a/ /i’a/ /i’a/ A – A-A 
78 This */e (g) a/ PHLPAW /ya’e/ /da’a/ /ha’a/ A – B-C 
79 Wife */adawa/ PCPPAW /doŋa/ /doŋa/ /doŋa/ A – A-A 
80 that */’ijan/ PAND /da’ǝ/ /da’ǝ/ /ha’ǝ/ A – A-A 
81 evil */valat/ PAND /be’i/ /afafito/ /amu’i/ A – B-C 
82 road */dalan/ PCPPAW /lala/ /lala/ /lala/ A – A-A 
83 Pin */sugsug/ PAND /falalawa/ /falalawa/ /falalawa/ A – A-A 
84 fall */dabuh/ PAND /atoru/ /atoru/ /atoru/ A – A-A 
85 drop */Labuh/ PAND /atabu/ /atabu/ /atabu/ A – A-A 
86 far */dau/ PMLS /arǝu/ /arǝu/ /arǝu/ A – A-A 
87 if */ba’/ PPHZD /ma/ /tola/ /natola/ A – B-B 
88 fog */hau/ PPNBIWO (PN) /hauma/ /sau/ /sau/ A – B-B 
89 foot */waqe/ PEOPAWS /ahe/ /ahe/ /ahe/ A – A-A 
90 right */kawanan/ PMBOE /kabala/ /kambala/ /kabala/ A – A-A 
91 when */ANda/ PPHZC /hamega/ /hamega/ /hamega/ A – A-A 
92 wood */kayu/ PAND /eu/ /eu/ /eu/ A – A-A 
93 small */dikih/ PANDLO /idǝidǝ/ /idǝidǝ/ /idǝidǝ/ A – A-A 
94 head */huluh/ PAND /hǝgǝ/ /hǝgǝ/ /tǝlau/ A – A-B 
95 dry */keRIn/ PANDLO /okǝli/ /otufo/ /okǝli/ A – B-B 
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96 flash */kilap/ PAND /garimbanua/ /garimbanua/ /fehuhumbanua/ A – A-B 
97 left */kiva’/ PAND /kabera/ /kabera/ /kabera/ A – A-A 
98 we */kita/ PPNDF /ya’ita/ /ya’ita/ /ya’ita/ A – A-A 
99 dirty */rabuh/ PANDLO /ta’una/ /ta’una/ /ta’una/ A – A-A 
100 skin */kulit/ PANDYTV /uli/ /uli/ /uli/ A – A-A 
101 yellow */kuniN/ PANDLO /a’usǝ/ /a’usǝ/ /a’usǝ/ A – A-A 
102 louse */tik/ PAND /utu/ /utu/ /utu/ A – A-A 
103 spider */lava’/ PAND /kalawa/ /kalawakalawa/ /lawalawa/ A – A-A 
104 other */Beken/ PANPR /fabǝ’ǝ/ /fabǝ’ǝ/ /fabǝ’ǝ/ A – A-A 
105 man */qaji/ PANDYTV (TR) /iramatua/ /iramatua/ /iramatua/ A – A-A 
106 sky */banuwa/ PPHCH /talumbanua/ /talumbanua/ /talumbanua/ A – A-A 
107 sea */tasi/ PPNDF /asi/ /asi/ /asi/ A – A-A 
108 wide */vola/ PEOLESM /ebolo/ /ebolo/ /abolo/ A – A-A 
109 neck */Ruqa/ POCGR (EG) /bagi/ /bagi/ /bagi/ A – A-A 
110 fat */mǝnak/ PANDLO /taßǝ/ /taßǝ/ /daßǝ/ A – A-A 
111 tongue */lila-/ PAMS /lela/ /lela/ /lela/ A – A-A 
112 eat */paɳa/ POCGR (EB) /maŋa/ /maŋa/ /mana/ A – A-A 
113 night */mpoɳi/ PEOOLCA /boŋi/ /boŋi/ /boni/ A – A-A 
114 shy */sila/ PPNBIWO (EP) /aila/ /aila/ /aila/ A – A-A 
115 eyes */mata/ PANS /hǝrǝ/ /hǝrǝ/ /mata/ A – A-B 
116 die */matay/ PANDLO /mate/ /mate/ /mate/ A – A-A 
117 throw */tili/ PPNBIWO (PN) /manebu/ /manebu/ /falili/ A – A-B 
118 see */gita/ PEPPAW /mamaigi/ /mamaigi/ /faigi/ A – A-B 
119 spit */luvah/ PAND /maŋendilo/ /maŋendilo/ /manijilo/ A – A-A 
120 cook */masak/ PPHZD /mondino/ /mondino/ /mondrino/ A – A-A 
121 burn */tunu/ PANC /manunu/ /manunu/ /mogoji/ A – A-B 
122 Slit */sasal/ POCMI /mosila/ /manila/ /manila/ A – B-B 
123 buy */belih/ PANDLO /moßali/ /moßali/ /moßali/ A – A-A 
124 Open */buka/ POCGR /mamokai/ /mamokai/ /mamokai/ A – A-A 
125 kill */bunu/ PAND /mamunu/ /mamunu/ /mamunu/ A – A-A 
126 hold */kəpkəp/ PAND /mololohe/ /mololohe/ /molohe/ A – A-A 
127 press */tindǝt’/ PAND /mamera’ǝ/ /mamera’ǝ/ /mamera’ǝ/ A – A-A 
128 choose */pilih/ PAND /mamili/ /wofili/ /mofili/ A – B-B 
129 cut */kolo/ POCBLA /manolo/ /manaba/ /manaba/ A – B-B 
130 hit */lantak/ POCGR /mamiji/ /mamǝji/ /mamǝji/ A – A-A 
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131 plant */tanəm/ PPHZS /mananǝ/ /mananǝ/ /mananǝ/ A – A-A 
132 cry */ne’e/ PMLS /me?e/ /me?e/ /me?e/ A – A-A 
133 kiss */ciyum/ PANDLO /maŋago/ /maŋago/ /mo’ago/ A – A-A 
134 steal */benago/ POOLMI /maŋagǝ/ /maŋagǝ/ /maŋagǝ/ A – A-A 
135 listen */fanoɳo/ PPNBIWO (TO) /mamondoŋo/ /mamondoŋo/ /mamondrodo/ A – A-A 
136 shoot */panah/ PAND /fafana/ /mamana/ /mamana/ A – A-A 
137 flow */haliR/ PANDLC /mowǝi/ /maŋele/ /manele/ A – B-B 
138 knock */tuk (tuk)/ PAND /manoko/ /manoko/ /manoko/ A – A-A 
139 dig */kali’/ PAND /mogao/ /mogao/ /mono?o/ A – A-A 
140 scratch */garut/ PANDLO /maga?ai/ /mogaga?i/ /masasa?a/ A – A-B 
141 beat */sau/ PPNBIWO (PN) /faǝki/ /maŋusu/ /mu’usu/ A – B-B 
142 Tie */’ikət/ PAND /ibabǝ/ /mababe/ /mababǝ/ A – A-A 
143 absorb */sǝnǝp/ PPHZC /ihofo/ /manisiǝ/ /manisiǝ/ A – B-B 
144 steam */kukut/ PAND /mosau/ /meha/ /meha/ A – B-B 
145 chew */mama/ PPNBIWO (PN) /isima/ /moŋaŋa/ /monana/ A – B-B 
146 stab */[t]ikam/ PAND /mamahǝ/ /mamahǝ/ /mamahǝ/ A – A-A 
147 blow */pusi/ PPNBITER /motiu/ /mowuwusi/ /muhawusi/ A – B 
148 sew */d’ahit/ PAND /mamagu/ /managu/ /manafu/ A – A-A 
149 red */felo/ BITER /oyo/ /oyo/ /oyo/ A – A 
150 they */ira/ PEOOLCA /ya?ira/ /ya?ira/ /ya?ira/ A – A-A-A 
151 drink */niu/ PCPPAW /badu/ /mamadu/ /inu/ A – A-A 
152 mouth */babah/ PAND /baßa/ /baßa/ /baßa/ A – A-A 
153 vomit */muta/ PEOLESM /muta/ /muta/ /muta/ A – A-A 
154 go up */nai’k/ PAND /tedou/ /maiyawa/ /lawa/ A – B-C 
155 name */ag’an/ PAND /tǝi/ /tǝi/ /tǝi/ A – A 
156 mosquito */lamuk/ PANDLO /di/ /di/ /ndri/ A – A-A-A 
157 person */huRan/ PANDLO /niha/ /niha/ /niha/ A – A-A 
158 hot */panas/ PANC /auxu/ /auxu/ /auxu/ A – A-A 
159 long */panzaN/ PANDLO /anau/ /anau/ /anau/ A – A-A 
160 sand */pasiR/ PANDLO /gaßu/ /gaßu/ /gaßu/ A – A-A 
161 breast */t’ut’u’/ PAND /meme/ /tǝtǝ?a/ /tǝtǝ?a/ A – B-B 
162 short */to’oto’o-na/ PAND /adogodogo/ /adogodogo/ /adogodogo/ A – A-A 
163 women */babih/ PANDLO /ira?alawe/ /ira?alawe/ /sialawe/ A – A-A 
164 stomach */qalo/ PPNBIWO (PN) /talu/ /talu/ /betu?a/ A – A-B 
165 back */’punggung/ PAND /hulu/ /hulu/ /hulu/ A – A-A 
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166 white */putiq/ PANDLO /afusi/ /afusi/ /afusi/ A – A-A 
167 hair */bulu’/ PAND /bu/ /bu/ /bu/ A - A –A 
168 house */yumah/ PANC /omo/ /omo/ /omo/ A – A-A 
169 grass */dukut/ PAND /du?u/ /du?u/ /ndru?u/ A – A-A 
170 sick */sakit/ PANDYTV /afǝxǝ/ /mofǝxǝ/ /axǝmǝ/ A – A-A 
171 one */sa/ PINBRG /sara/ /sara/ /sara/ A – A-A 
172 I */aku/ PANPAWS /ya?o/ /ya?o/ /ya?o/ A – A-A 
173 wing */kapak/ PAND /afi/ /afi/ /afi/ A – A-A 
174 hide */buni/ PANC /bini?ǝ/ /bini?ǝ/ /bini?ǝ/ A – A-A 
175 narrow */se(m)pit/ PANDLO /alǝjǝ/ /alǝjǝ/ /alǝjǝ/ A – A-A 
176 all */’afu/ PMLS /fefu/ /fefu/ /fefu/ A – A-A 
177 who */hal/ PPNPAWSW /haniha/ /haniha/ /hanata/ A – A-B 
178 husband */laki’/ PAND /doŋairamatua/ /fa?omo/ /fa?omo/ A – B-B 
179 know */kilala/ POCGR (OGW) /moila/ /a?ila/ /a?ila/ A – A-A 
180 year */daquR/ PPHZA /dafi/ /dafi/ /ndrafi/ A – A-A 
181 sharp */tazem/ PANDLO /atarǝ/ /atarǝ/ /atarǝ/ A – A-A 
182 afraid */takut/ PANS /ata?u/ /ata?u/ /ata?u/ A – A-A 
183 Rope */tail’/ PAND /tali/ //fesu/ /bǝbǝ/ A – B-C 
184 Ground */tanəh/ PAND /tanǝ/ /tanǝ/ /tanǝ/ A – A-A 
185 Hand */taɳan/ PAND /taŋa/ /taŋa/ /tana/ A – A-A 
186 Bold */təbəl/ PAND /awe?ewe?e/ /awe?ewe?e/ /awe?ewe?e/ A – A-A 
187 Ear */taliɳa’/ PANC /taliŋa/ /mburuburu/ /talina/ A – B-A 
188 Egg */tolu/ PEOPAWS /adulo/ /adulo/ /adulo/ A – A-A 
189 Fly */laɳav/ PPHZA /mohombu/ /mohombu/ /humombo/ A – A-A 
190 Laugh */mali/ PAMS /ma?igi/ /ma?igi/ /a?ege/ A – A-A 
191 No */le/ PPNDF /lǝ?ǝ/ /lǝ?ǝ/ /lǝna/ A – A-A 
192 Sleep */mohe/ PPNPAWS /mǝrǝ/ /mǝrǝ/ /mǝrǝ/ A – A-A 
193 Three */telu’/ PAND /tǝlu/ /tǝlu/ /tǝlu/ A – A-A 
194 Mouse */tikus/ PANDLO /te?u/ /te?u/ /te?u/ A – A-A 
195 Thin */nipis/ PANDLO /anifi/ /anifi/ /anifi/ A – A-A 
196 Old */tuha’/ PAND /atua/ /atua/ /atua/ A – A-A 
197 Bone */tulan/ PAND /tǝla/ /tǝla/ /tǝla/ A – A-A 
198 dull/ */bukət/ PAND /afuru/ /afuru/ /afuru/ A – A-A 
199 Snake */ulay/ PAND /ulǝ/ /ulǝ/ /ulǝ/ A – A-A 
200 Intestines */bituka/ PMPCH /betu?a/ /betu?a/ /betu?a/ A – A-A 
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3.2 The status of kinship linguistic of north Nias language and west Nias language 
The total cognate vocabulary of North Nias language and the West Nias language is 182 words 

and the number of non-cognate vocabularies is 18 words. The percentage of BNU kinship with the BNB 
is: Σkognat / Σglossx100% 182/200 x 100% = 91% 

The grouping is based on kinship, the kinship with North Nias language, West Nias language and 
South Nias with the percentage of similarity of 91%, with an estimated year separation, is 0-500 years ago.  

To find the separation is used the following formula: 
W = log C/2 log r 
W = log 0.91/2.log 0,805 
W = 0.032/2.0.094 
W = 0,032/0,188 
W = 0,170*1000 = 170 tahun 
Time erratum: 

S = √[C (1-C)/n] 

S = √[0.91 ∗ (1 − 0.91)/200] 

S = √0.0004095 
S = 0,020 
Cerratum = C+S = 0.91 + 0.020 = 0.93 
Cerratum = log 0.93/ 2*log 0.805 = 0.031/2*0.094  
        = 0.031/0.188 
        = 0.164*1000  
        = 164 years 
Period of variation = 170 – 164 = 6 years 
So for the time separation between the North Nias language and West Nias language is between 

170-164 years ago, calculated from the year of the study, which means that between the years 1846-1852 
(counting from 2016). 

 
3.3 Percentage distribution of words and grouping 

Based on the percentage distribution of kinship words, kinship relationship between North Nias 
language-West Nias language is 91% have the status of languages/dialects, kinship language North Nias 
language-South Nias language was 86.5% have the status of languages/dialects while kinship West Nias 
language –South Nias language is 91% had status of the language/dialect. The following shows the 
percentage distribution of relatives following words. 

 
Tabel 5: Percentage distribution of words and grouping 

 North Nias West Nias South Nias 

North Nias  91 86.5 
West Nias   91 
South Nias    

 
3.4 Lexical reflection languages proto austronesian (PAN) in Nias language 

Nias languages as one of the Austronesian language family as well as other languages also have 
traces of phonemes proto-Austronesian reflected in the reflectance of the form until now. In parts of the 
reflectance described lexical form etymon PAN in Nias language.  

From the study, it was discovered the form etymon PAN reflected linearly (retention) and 
innovation in Nias language. Reflection in the form of retention means that etymon PAN linear reflected 
in the Nias language is a form of proto etymon PAN still show the authenticity of the BN. Examples in the 
word (PAN) * / ama / be / ama / in BN,. PAN * / asu / be / asu / in Nias language. Reflection form innovation 
is meaningful that reflection shape etymon PAN has changed. Changes shape changes occur in the form 
of vocal and consonants. Examples PAN * / babuy / be / Bassi / in BN, PAN * / thin / be / anifi / in Nias 
language. 

 
Tabel 6: the reflection of proto austronesian languages in Nias language 
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No. Gloss PAN Reconstruction Code Nias language 

1. anjing */asu/ PSAS /asu/ 
2. ayah */ama/ PTSL /ama/ 
3. air kencing */i’ǝ/ PAND /iǝ/ 
4. angin */aƞi/ PEOOLCA /ani/ 
5. babi */ babuy / PAND / baßi/ 
7. tipis */ tipis / PANS / anifi / 

 

4. Conclusion 
Based on the analysis and discussion of the data presented previously, it can be concluded that: 
1. The status of linguistic NorthNias language, South Nias language, and West Nias language is 

the language with the percentage of: 
- Kinship North Nias language and West Nias language by 91% with an estimated year-language 

category separation is between 164-170 (0-500) years ago, between the years 1846 to 1852 (counting 
from 2016). 

- The kinship of North Nias language and South Nias language 86.5% year-language category with 
estimated separation is between 271-335 (0-500) years ago, between the years 1681 to 1745 (calculated 
on the idea in 2016). 

- Kinship West Nias language and of 91% BNS language category with estimated year separation 
is between 164-170 (0-500) years ago, between the years 1846to 1852 (counting from 2016). 

2. The reflection lexical PAN in Nias language is related linearly or in innovation. Lexical reflection 
linearly does not change, in a word (PAN). 

* / ama / be / ama / in Nias language,. PAN * / asu / be / asu / in Nias language. Reflection form is 
meaningful innovations that reflection shape etymon PAN has changed. The changes of shape occur in 
the form of vocal and consonants. Examples PAN * / babuy / be / Bassi / in Nias language, PAN * / thin /be 
/ anifi / in Nias language. 
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